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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background: 

In all over world there are 3000 air separation plants in almost 80 countries. Recent development 

has been taken place in last 15 years. The brief history of air separation is as follows: 

 World’s first commercial liquefaction plant was built in 1895. 

 In 1902 world’s first air separation plants was built for oxygen production. 

 In 1910 world’s first air separation plant was built using double column rectification 

process. 

 In 1954 first time the air separation plant was built by means of absorbers. 

 In 1970 the first computer control was used in air separation plant. 

 In 1984 World’s largest VAROX plant was built which has the capability of adjustment 

with variable oxygen demand. 

 In 1991 world’s largest air separation plant using packed columns was built. 

 In 1992 Air separation plants were built to produce gases with high purity. 

1.2 Composition of Air: 

The main constituents of air are nitrogen (78%) and Oxygen (21%). The Argon gas composition 

is 0.9%.  The remaining 0.1% is made up of carbon di oxide, neon, xenon and krypton. These 

components can be separated from air by rectification process in a air separation unit.  

 

Fig. 1.1 : Composition of atmospheric air 
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Nitrogen, Oxygen and Argon are very important from chemical point of view in the present 

industries. These gases are used with high purity in chemical, steel, semiconductor, refining, 

aeronautical, medical industries and food processing. 

Air if cooled down below its critical temperature becomes liquid then by the rectification process 

it is separated into its constituents. The main components which are separated by rectification 

column are nitrogen, oxygen and argon. An example of use of nitogen and oxygen can be seen in 

Integrated Gassification Combined Cycle (IGCC) where oxygen is used in gassifier and nitrogen 

is fed to the turbine. 

Demand of pure oxygen goes on increasing day by day. The oxygen is currently used in metal 

production, glass & concrete products, petroleum industry and oxy-acetylene welding. The 

medical market of oxygen is increasing at very high rate. Gaseous nitrogen is used in petroleum 

and chemical industries. Since nitrogen is inert gas hence it is used in electronics and metal 

industries liquid nitrogen is used in food freezing. Argon is also an inert gas so it is widely used 

in steelmaking, welding and in electronics industry. 

The critical temperature of nitrogen and oxygen are as follows: 

 Nitrogen Oxygen 

Normal Boiling Point, ͦK 126.1 154.4 

Critical Pressure 34.6 51.3 

Cri�cal Temp , ͦK 773.35 90.19 

Table.1.1 : Critical Temperature of Nitrogen and Oxygen 

Cryogenics air separation process is generally used for the air separation. It is highly energy 

intensive process. Oxygen has the highest boiling point among three main components and is 

taken from the bottom of lower pressure column. Nitrogen is collected from the top of high 

pressure column. For the production of Argon, a separate distillation column is installed. 

1.3 Low Temperature Achievement: 

1.3.1 Joule-Thomson Effect: 

In today’s scenario most of the air separation processes use the J-T valve to achieve the 

low temperature. The flow through the J-T valve is irreversible process. The inlet and 

outlet conditions lie on same enthalpy curve. Isenthalpic expansion of a real gas on T-P 

diagram is divided into two regions by the inversion curve. On the one side of inversion 

curve if the pressure is decreased the temperature of real gas increases, while on the other 

side of inversion curve as we decrease the pressure its temperature also decreases. So 

while expanding the gas through J-T valve is must be keep in mind that the operating 
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condition should lie in the region where a net decrease in temperature occurs. Following 

figure show the T-P diagram of J-T expansion valve: 

 

Fig.1.2 : Isenthalpic Expansion of real gases 

1.3.2 Adiabatic Expansion: 

 

The second method of achieving the lower temperature is by the adiabatic expansion 

through a work producing device, such as expansion engine. In the ideal condition the 

expansion will be reversible then the process will be adiabatic and isentropic 

 

1.4 Air liquefaction Cycles:. 

 

1.4.1   Ideal Liquefaction Cycle: 

              This process is ideal from thermodynamic point of view only. While practically it is not          

an  ideal process. The ideal cycle in thermodynamics is considered as carnot cycle. The 

process starts with isothermal compression followed by adiabatic and isentropic 

expansion. The final condition is chosen at same pressure as inlet condition. The pressure 

after the compression process is very high and in the order of 70 to 80 Gpa for nitrogen. 

Since such a high pressure is not practical to achieve in isothermal compression, hence 

this process is not practically possible. 
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Fig.1.3 : Circuit Diagram of ideal Liquefaction cycle 

 
Fig.1.4 : T-s Diagram of ideal Liquefaction cycle 

 

1.4.2 Linde- Hampson System: 

 

The Linde-Hampson cycle is the simplest process for the air liquefaction. Joule-

Thompson valve is used for the expansion of the air. The air is compressed from point 1 to 

point 2 isothermally in the compressor and sent to the regenerative heat exchanger where 

it exchanges the heat with the returning streams, which further cools the process air and 

the air comes at point 3. Then after the air is expanded through the J-T expansion valve 

from point 3 to point 4. At point 4 some of gaseous streams gets liquefied and is 

withdrawn at point f. The remaining gas leaves the liquid receiver at point g. This streams 

passes through heat exchanger, where it gets heated and then sent back to compressor after 

mixing it with make-up air. 
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Fig.1.5 : Cicuit diagram and T-s diagram of Linde-Hampson Cycle 
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

L.V. van der Ham, S. Kjelstrup[1] evaluated two process design of air separation unit by 

exergy analysis. The air separation unit  is part of an integrated gasification combined cycle, 

which supply  oxygen to the gasifier and nitrogen to the gas turbine. The process are different 

from the point of view of no of distillation columns, rest of the specification are same in the two 

processes, either two or three. The Results shows that use of the third column , exergy 

destruction in the distillation section is reduced by 31%. The rational exergy efficiency , which is 

defined as the exergy change divided by the total exergy change; is found to be  38% in the 

three-column design and 35% in the two-column design. Almost 50% of the  exergy destruction 

occurs  in compressor and after-coolers. They also proposed to use the use of heat of 

compression for the preheating of air separating   products or for the production of steam, which 

can be used in the steam turbine cycle. 

R.L. Cornelissen-G.G. Hirs[2]  performed an exergy analysis to analyses the possibilities of 

fuel saving in the cryogenics distillation process, which is the main method of air separation. The 

results shows  that more than half of the exergy loss takes place in the liquefaction unit and 

almost one third in the air compression unit. Minor exergy losses are taking place in the 

distillation unit and the main heat exchanger. He also concluded that the major cause of exergy 

loss is the use of compressor and to a lesser extent the use of turbines.  

S.N. Sapali, V. N. Raibhole [3] also performed the exergy analysis of air separation unit 

integrated with biomass gassifier. Since the air gassification produces the poor quality of 

sysngas, oxygen is used as a gasifying agent for the gasification of biomass. He performed the 

simulation of the medium purity cryogenic air separation unit integrated with biomass gasifier. 

Simulation was performed on Aspen Plus. In his results it is found that Oxygen is obtained with 

the purity of  96.2 % mole basis with specific power consumptio of 0.2435 KW/scmh. Which is 

lower as compared to the traditional  cryogenics air separation unit. Gaseous Nitrogen is 

produced at the rate of 734 scmh with purity of 99.9 %. The comprssor consumes the total power 

of 12.22 KW, which is compensated by the 9.32 KW power generated by expander. 

Mathew Aneke, Meihong Wang[4]  investigated the potential for improving  energy efficiency 

of conventional ASU. They performed the simulation on Aspen Plus. Energy improvement is 

gained through converting the heat from the compressor, using organic Ranking cycle (ORC). 

Two different arrangements for utilizing the compressor heat in ORC systems were compared 

with te conventional cryogenic air separation unit. The conventional cryogenic ASU uses 3 

stages of compression with intercooling. In the first arrangement the water which is used as a 

coolent in aftercooler and intercooler is replaced by R134a, which is also the working fluid for 
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ORC system. In the second arrangement, 3 stages of compressor of the conventional air 

separation unit is replaced by single stage compressor of overall same pressure ratio. The 

compressor effluent is cooled y R134a. The simulation results shows that the specific power 

consumption was 0.32 KWh/Kg, 0.37 KWh/Kg, 17.35 KWh/Kg of oxygen, nitrogen and argon 

respectively for conventional cryogenic air separation process. The specification power 

consumption is reduced by the addition of ORC system. The second arrangement of  ORC 

system reduces the specification power consumption by 0.2 % , while the first arrangement of 

ORC system reduces the specific power consumption by 11 %. The total power consumption of 

the conventional cryogenic air separation unit was 21826.19 KW, which was also reduced in the 

same proportion. 

Zeinab A. M. Khalel[5] , Ali A. Rabah & Taj Alasfia M.Barakat have also performed the 

exergy analysis of newly developed cryogenic ASU unit with flash separator. Conventional 

double column air separation process is used as a reference. Thermodynamic datas are obtained 

by simulating the process on Aspen Plus. The results of the simulation shows that the exergy loss 

is reduced by 17.2 % in the modified process as compared to the reference process. The rational 

efficiency is found to be 16 % , while that of conventional process is found to be 12 %.  The 

energy consumption of the modified process is 16 % lower that that of conventional process. 

Another advantage of this process was the production of oxygen and nitrogen with more purity 

as compared to conventional process. 

Chao Fu and Truls Gunderseen[6] analysed the air separation units for oxy-combustion 

process to reduce the power consumption by the exergy analysis. Oxy combustion is a process to 

capture CO2. In their research exergy analysis of air separation units was performed, which 

produces the O2 with low prity of 95 % mol and at low pressure of 120 Kpa. The results shows 

that the maximum exergy loss has been taken place in compressor and distillation system which 

is 38.4% and 28.2% respectively. If the isentropic efficiency of air compressor is increased to 0.9 

from 0.74 then the total power consumption will be reduced by 10%. If double reboilers are 

applied in lower pressure column then the power consumption will be decreased by 10%. Results 

also shows that the exergy loss in the reboiler/ condenser is very low (6.3%), thats why the 

power saving opportunity by developing the new heat exchangers is limited. 

Masaaki Taniguchi, Hitoshi Asaoka[7], Toshiyuki Ayuhara performed the exergy analysis to 

find out the energy saving in a air separation plant. Air-separation plants are used most 

commonly in steel, chemistry and electronics industries, which requires a lot of energy. Exergy 

analysis was performed on a new process, developed by Shinko Air Water Cryoplant (SAC). The 

results show that the total energy consumption in this new process which uses a new singe 

column rectification process, is 30% less than the convetional double column air separation 

process. 

Li Yao, LigeTong, Yunfei Xie [8], Jianbiao Shen,  Huazhi Li and Shiqi Li performed the 

detailed exergy analysis of an Air separation unit of capacity 40000 m3/hr situated in Tangshan 
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Tandsteel Gases Co.,Ltd. The results shows that the molal exrgy of oxygen is the largest among 

the gaseous products, where as the molal exergy of argon amon the liquid products is largest. 

Exergy value of iquid products are larger that gaseous product. Hence the effiiciency of the plant 

can be enhanced by increasing the production of liquid products. Exergy values for gaseous 

oxygen and nitrogen are 2017.28 KW and 443.17 respectively, where as the exergy values of 

liquid nitrogen, oxygen and argon are 131.152 kW, 380.99 kW and 367.85 KW respectively. 

Hanfei Tuo, YanzhongLi[9]  represents a ideal combined cyce for natural gas liquefaction and 

air separation. Exergy analysis and simulation were performed to analyse the process and to find 

out the effects of critical parameter such as flow rate ration β on temperature difference, its 

distribution and exergy losses.  The results sows that as β increases the temperature difference as 

well as exergy losses decreases. Exergy loss in the heat exchanger decreases to 2.17 kw from 

9.87 kw, hence increasing the exergy efficiency from 68.2% to 88.1%  as β increases from 0.5 to 

2.0.  

Yu Zhu, Xinggao Liu, and Zhiyong Zhou[10] established a optimizing model for cryogenic air 

separation with argon column. Optimization was done on the basis of external and internal 

thermal coupling, energy balance, phase balance and component material balance. The objective 

of the optimization process was to raise the potential of cryogenic ASU by increasing the oxygen 

extraction percentage. The results show that the oxygen production is increased by 29.65% as 

compared to original process. As the oxygen extraction percentage increases, the argon 

extraction percentage also increases and is improved by 44.13%.  

Vaijanath N. Raibhole & S. N. Sapali[11] performed simulation and parametric Analysis of 

Cryogenic Oxygen Plant for Biomass Gasification. The simulation was performed by using 

Aspen plus for cryogenic air separation process for medium purity oxygen integrated with 

biomass gasifier. The plant produces the oxygen with purity of 96.2% mole. The specific power 

consumption was 0.2435 kw/scmh of oxygen. In the simulation process the performance 

parameters such as temperature, purity, power consumption and pressure are obtained. Similarly 

the parameters like heting value and syngas composition was also predicted in the simulation 

process. The effect of number of stages in Poor Liquid as well as number of stages on RL and 

their purity was analysed. Also the effect of oxygen flow and temperature of gassifier on syngas 

composition was analyzed.  

Emin Acikkalp, Hasan Yamık, Necmettin Caner and Erol Acikkalp[12]  performed an 

energy and exergy evaluation of Air separation facility. The air separation plant produces 250 

tons of oxygen, nitrogen, and argon per day utilizing the principle of two columns. The analysis 

was performed with respect to first law and second law anaysis of thermodynamics. Energy and 

exergy values at each point had been calculated first , then after the evaluation of whole system 

and its components were made. Total energy and exergy efficiency of the plant were 0.453 and 

0.13 respectively. Total energy loss of the plant was found to be 4368.475 kw and exergy 

destruction was found to be 10535.875 kw. Energetic improvement and exergetic improvement 
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potential rate were found to be 2391.535 kw and 3800.485 kw respectively.entropy production in 

the wholw system was found to be 35.347 kw/k. 

B.J.Sonani, J.K. Ratnadhariya[13] evaluated energy saving opportunities in oxygen plant. 

Plant capacity was 80 m3/hr. Initially the energy consumption was 1.30 to 1.40 kwh/ m3, but the 

theories suggested that the energy required to produce this much amount of oxygen was 0.90 

kwh/ m3. He investigated the energy saving opportunities in the components. The first problem 

he found with the compressor that the compressor was four stage compressor, outlet pressure of 

compressor should be maintained at 36 atm. Instead of 42 atm. The efficiency of the compressor 

was only 75%. Another problem he found out with expander that for ideal oxygen plant the 

temperature drop should be 60 K , but in the expander rhe actual temperature drop was 50 to 51 

K. Heat loss in the cold box was also at high side. The effectiveness of heat exchangers were also 

very low. After improving all these parameters, the energy consumption was found to be 1.1-1.2 

kwh/ m3, resulting in overall saving of 14-15%. Financially 5 lacks rupees per annum can be 

saved. 

Pyeong Soon Yong, Hung Man Moon and Sung Chul Yi[14]  performed the exergy analysis 

of cryogenics air separation process for generating nitrogen. A cryogenic separation plant 

generating nitrogen has different configurations as compared to that of oxygen. In this paper a 

cold heat supply method and distillation column method was compared. The result shows that 

the exergy efficiency increases if we use the liquid nitrogen as cold heat source. In the 

distillation column method, the structural packing method gives the better exergy efficiency.  

Marc A. Rosen, Ibrahim Dincer[15] analysed the Effect of varying dead-state properties on 

energy and exergy analyses of thermal systems. The study shows the effects of dead state 

propeties variations on the energy and exergy analysis. These effects are studied for a coal fired 

power plant generating the electricity. The result shows that the sensitivities of the exergy and 

energy values and results of exergy and energy analysis to reasonable variations in dead state 

properties are sufficiently small. It has been concluded  that although the exergy and the energy 

values are dependent on the properties at dead state, the results of exergy and energy analysis are 

usually not very sensitive to variations in these properties.  

Yu Zhu, Sean Legg, Carl D. Laird[16]  designed cryogenic columns under uncertaininty by 

using multiscenario approach considering two classes of uncertainity. Process variable describes 

the uncertainity which is measurable during the operation and to compensate this uncertainity 

control variables can be used. This approach allows for the more efficient designs by considering 

the potential foe operational changes in control  variables. This method includes 196 scenarios 

and 675000 varibales. Standard dekstop solved this problem in 20 mins. This work uses a steady-

state model and assumes perfect control is possible. Given the potential control challenges with 

such a highly integrated process, these optimization formulations should consider integrated 

design and control. 
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Harry C [17] developed a new cryogenic air separation technology, which complements 

traditional double column cryogenic air separation process. This process designated as moderate 

pressure (M-plant cycle), focuses upon  recovery of argon and generation of moderate pressure 

nitrogen. This M-plant cycle produces argon and high purity nitrogen at about 200 Kpa pressure 

with very high purity oxygen above atmospheric pressure. This M-plant cycles conserves the 

pressure energy and results in physically smaller upper column size. Nitrogen piping size also 

reduces resulting in the cost saving . by this process nitrogen is produces at 200 Kpa and above 

can be saved up to 10% energy savings and 5% more argon recovery over traditional double 

column plant. 

A.R. Smith, J. Klosek[18] reviewd the air separation technologies and integration with energy 

conversion processes. The author described the process for separating the gases from air for 

industrial purposes and considered the economic and other limits for each process. This 

integration of cryogenic and  non cryogenics processes are described to use the gas turbine  large 

amounts of excess heat available to be used as byproduct. The process having these 

characteristics is oxygen-blowdown, partial oxydation and Fisher-Tropsch plants. 

 D Nagarathinam[19] analysed the Heylandt cycle for the quality of liquefied air in the lower 

distillation column of the double rectification system. He described the enthalpy and the quality 

of liquefied air when it enters into the bottom of lower column. The whole system is enclosed in 

a cold box. He analysed the various parameters of Heylandt cycle. He optimised the the mass 

flow rate through expansion engine by its thermodynamic analysis. Result also shows the 

variations in the fraction of liquid and vapour in the lower distillation column for different 

intermediate pressures. 
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CHAPTER 3: AIR SEPERATION TECHNIQUES  & 

DISTILLATION PRINCIPLES 

 

An air separation plants separates the air into its main constituents i.e in Nitrogen and oxygen 

and also in argon and other components if required. The Air separation plants are available in 

different forms depending on what type of products are to be produced and in which form, the 

capacity of plant and the purity of component required. Then the process which has the lowest 

energy requirement as well as optimized cost is selected. 

For any physical plant to run in a successful manner, the sizing and selection of components 

along with the proper selection of process, is always a combination of observation, experience 

and analytical modeling. The air separation process needs a very good integration between the 

heat exchangers involved in the process and the distillation column to achieve a very good 

efficiency. All the required energy for cryogenics refrigeration is provided to air by the 

compressor only.  

3.1 Air Separation Techniques: 

The various techniques to separate the air into its components are as follows: 

1. Membrane Separation 

2. Pressure Swing Absorption (PSA) 

3. Vacuum Pressure Swing Absorption (VPSA) 

4. Cryogenics Distillation 

 

3.1.1 Membrane Separation: 

Membrane seperation process separates the nitrogen from air by the concept of permeation 

across a membrane. The membrane used for the separation purpose consists of bundle of 

permeable hollow fibers. The gases like oxygen, carbon di oxide and water vapors permeate 

through the membrane very fastly as compared to the nitrogen which permeates through it very 

slowly. 

Membrane process separates the air in to the two different streams. The one which is called the 

permeate consist of oxygen, carbon dioxide and water vapors. The another streams which is 

called the product stream consist of high pressure nitrogen. The nitrogen exits the downstream 
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and delivered to the end customer or to a compressor system if further compression is required. 

The another stream, permeate is vented to the atmosphere. 

In this process we can control the purity of nitrogen in the down streams. It is done by changing 

the operating conditions. If the flow rate of nitrogen increase, its purity decreases. If the flow rate 

of nitrogen decreases, its purity will increase. To control the purity of nitrogen a flow control 

valve, flow meter and nitrogen analyzer are installed in the downstream i.e. at the nitrogen exit 

of membrane seperation. 

 

 

Fig.3.1 : Membrane separation process 

   The advantages are as follows: 

a) The process is economical for low flow rates. 

b) The calculation and design involved in the process is simple and easily understable. 

c)  Repairs and maintenance of the process is simple and low. 

d) Very few equipments are required for starting the process. 

 The disadvantage of the above process is that this process is not suitable where the very good 

nitrogen purity is required. 

3.1.2 Pressure Swing Absorption: 

Pressure swing absorption is a very useful techniques used to seperate a gas from a mixture of 

gases like atmospheric air. In this process the gas is seperated under pressure and according to 

the molecular characteristics and the affinity of the required gas to absorbent . since this process 

operates at ambient temperature thats why it is different from cryogenics air seperation process. 
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In this process generally an absorptive material like zeolite is used in a molecular sieve. The 

absorptive material absorbs the gas according to the affinity of the gases at high pressure and 

then the system swings to the low pressure to desorb the gases and to be used as end products.  

This process is based on the fact that at high pressure the gases are attracted to the solid surfaces. 

Higher the pressure in the molecular sieve, more gas will be attracted to the solid surface based 

on its affinity. When the pressure is released the gas is also desorbed or released from the 

absorbent. 

When the air is passed through the molecular sieve under pressure containing absorbent bed of 

zeolite, the nitrogen will be strongly attracted to zeolite as compared to oxygen. Almost all the 

nitrogen is absorbed by the bed and the streams at the exit of molecular sieve will be rich in the 

oxygen. When the bed is completely exhausted to absorb any further nitrogen, it is regenerated 

by releasing the pressure. At this time it will again ready to absorb the nitrogen in another cycle.  

For the continuous production of gas two absorbent beds are used . At the same time one vessels 

absorbs the gas and the another vessels gets regenerated. The another advantage of using double 

bed absorption system  is that the gas leaving the vessel being de-pressurized is used to 

pressurize the another vessel partially. This saves the lot of energy and is generally a common 

practice in the industries. 

The advantages of the process are as follows: 

a) The process is very economical if the quantity of nitrogen is less than 20000 cubic feet 

per hour. 

b) The unit can be erected on site , which makes the nitrogen available if required. 

c) PSA units are easily available and can be delivered quickly. 

If the flow rate of nitrogen is more than 40000 cubic feet per hour then it will be more 

economical to purchase the nitrogen from cryogenics units rather than setting up own set-up. 

Besides it the process is extremely noisy as compared to another process. 

 

Fig.3.2 : Pressure swing absorption Proces 
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3.1.3 Vacuum Pressure Swing Adsorption: 

The vacuum pressure swing adsorption is a variation of pressure swing absorption system. In this 

process the blower is used instead of compressor to circulate the air to the system. The product 

stream is collected by using a vacuum blower at the exit. The use of blower decreases the amount 

of energy needed in system. These type of systems are effective only for plants which produces 

the oxygen in large quantities. 

Comparison of Vacuum pressure swing absorption with pressure swing absorption and cryogenic 

seperation process are as follows; 

a) Vacuum Pressure Swing Adsorption system are costly as compared to Pressure 

absorption system but the energy saving in VPSA is more as compared to PSA system. 

b) VPSA system for oxygen production is economical as compared to PSA system for 

production of oxygen only when the production of oxygen is more than 20 tons per day. 

c) The purity of oxygen in VPSA system is not good enough. In that condition cryogenics 

air seperation is used for the production of oxygen. 

d) VPSA specific power consumption for oxygen production is approximately 1/3rd of PSA 

plants used for oxygen production, but almost same to that of cryogenics air seperation. 

 

Fig.3.3 : Vacuum Pressure swing adsorption Process 
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3.1.4 Cryogenics Distillation: 

Where we require the high purity oxygen, nitrogen and argon, cryogenics distillation is the best 

process. The only viable option for producing the neon, krypton and xenon is the cryogenics air 

seperation process only. The process is used to built the nitrogen, oxygen and argon in liquid as 

well as gaseous phase. The gases are seperated because of different vapor pressure in 

atmospheric air. The general description of process is as below: 

a) Air is compressed in air compressor to sufficient pressure so that it can go through the 

system. 

b) Water vapor, carbon di oxide and oil droplets are removed by molecular sieve. 

c) The air is further cooled down in a series of heat exchanger by incoming streams from 

cold box. 

d) The air then passes through the expansion engine. 

e) After the expansion engine the air passes through  distillation column, where the different 

streams gets seperated. 

Fig.3.4 : Cryogenic Distillation Process 
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3.2 Comparison between different air seperation process: 

 

Process Advantage Disadvantage 

Cryogenic 1. Lower electricity per unit 
of nitrogen. 

2. Produce high purity of 
nitrogen and oxygen 

3. Liquid nitrogen can be 
generates for storage on 
site 

1. Requirement of larger 
sace. 

2. Start-up and shutdown 
periods are larger. 

PSA 1. Capital cost is from low to 
moderate. 

2. High purity nitrogen at 
lower cost 

3. Start-up and installation 
period is small as 
compared to cryogenics. 

1. Required high 
maintenance. 

2. Noisy operation. 

Membrane 1. Capital cost is lowest 
among all process. 

2. Output is flexible in terms 
of production capacity. 

3. Quick installatin and start 
up. 

1. Not economical for high 
purity requirement. 

2. Not economical for large 
outputs. 

3. Electricity requirement is 
relatively high. 

Table 3.1 : Comparision between different air separation process 

3.3 Distillation Principles: 

To seperate the air into its constituents by rectification the air must be liquified. By the 

thermodynamic property chart it is clear that a gas can be liquified only when its temperature and 

pressure is below that of critical point. The critical temperature of air is -140.7 ͦC and and critical 

pressure is 37.7 bar. Hence to liquefied the air the temperature must be lower than -1407 ͦC. The 

following figure will illustrate the temperature and the pressure at which a gas condenses or 

evaporates: 
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Fig.3.5 : Vapour Pressure Curve of atmospheric gases 

From the following figure it is clear that the air can be chilled to -192 ͦC before the condensation 

starts if the pressure is below atmospheric pressure. Similarly the air can be chilled upto -172  ͦC 

before the condensation starts if pressure is below 6 bar. 

Rectification is the countercurrent distillation process. Due to this special process air mixture can 

be seperated into its  components with high purity and  a high yield of product, even when the 

boiling point of components are very close to each other.  

Each component in air has different vapor pressure. Due to the difference in the vapor pressure 

the composition of liquid mixture and gaseous mixture of air differs from each other. The vapor 

pressure of nitrogen is greater than that of oxygen in air. Hence the vapor produced from boiling 

of liquid mixture of O2/N2 will have higher concentration of nitrogen than the liquid mixture 

which is boiling. 

Similarly when the mixture of  O2/N2 condensates, the liquid will have a higher concentration of 

O2 because the partial pressure of O2 is lower than that of N2 . the component having the lower 

partial pressure will tend to liquefied first. 
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Fig.3.6 : Temperature-Composition diagram of Oxygen/Nitrogen Mixture at 1 bar pressure 

 

Any tray in the distillation column follows the same principle. The O2 concentration in boiling 

mixture of O2/N2  (denoted by F) is greater than O2 concentration of Vapor mixture ( denoted by 

D). When the reflux is fed into the column, the same amount of liquid flows down from the tray 

above into the liquid mixture just below with an equal volume flowing down on to the tray 

below. As shown in the figure when the vapor Du interacts with the liquid mixture F and will 

have the higher concentration of O2 as compared to D. The vapor Do rising from the above tray 

will have the less concentration of O2 as compared to D. Hence as we go  from bottom tray to 

upper tray the concentration of N2 goes on increasing in vapor mixture. Similarly the 

concentration of O2 in the liquid mixture goes on decreasing as we move from lower tray to 

upper tray. 
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Fig.3.7 : Cryogenic distillation column tray showing interaction between Vapour and 

Liquid 
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CHAPTER 4 : SYSTEM COMPONENTS  AND PPROCESS 

DESCRIPTION 

 

Air is a mechanical mixture of oxygen, nitrogen and other gases and its physical properties lies 

sbetween the two but closer to those of nitrogen. In its normal atmospheric condition, air is 

colorless, odorless gas. Air which is normally in gaseous state can be liquefied as stream from 

gaseous state can be condensed to liquid state. 

 

The plant manufactured by Cryogenics section of Bhartiya group of industries have normal 

operating pressure of 40 kg/cm2 . This is achieved with the incorporation of Expansion Engine 

along with Joule-Thompsons expansion valve. 

4.1 Layout of Plant- 

Normal layout of the plant is as shown in the following figure: 

 

 

Fig.4.1 : Plant Layout of Cryogenic Air Separation Process 
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4.2 Block Diagram of Plant- 

For the illustrative purpose the block diagram of the same layout is shown as below:  

 

Fig.4.2 : Block Diagram of the plant layout 

4.3 Liquid Oxygen Production Process- 

The liquid oxygen is produced by the following steps : 

1. Air is sucked into the Air Compressor through suction air filter where the dust particles 

are removed. The Air compressor is four stage reciprocating compressor with intercooler 

between the stages. The air is compressed upto 60 bar gauge pressure. Most of the 

moisture gets separated away in compressor while intercooling. The relative humidity at 

compressor end is maintained as 15 %. 
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2. The air is passed through the after-cooler after compression in compressor. In after-cooler 

the air is cooled with the help of water circulating in after-cooler. Since the air is cooled 

below the saturation temp of water vapor present in the air, some of the water vapors are 

condensed in the after-cooler, which are separated in the moist separator. The temp of air 

at the exit of after-cooler is 25°C and the air is 100% saturated at the exit of aftercooler. 

3. After the after-cooler the moist air is passed through the cascade cooler. Cascade cooler 

is a type of evaporative cooler. This cooler is elliptical tank having two compartments. 

The waste nitrogen enter in the cascade cooler from one side and the moist air is passed 

through the coils in cascade cooler. The water is filled in cascade cooler upto some level. 

A nitrogen vent is provided between the two compartments. The reaction between the 

nitrogen and water is endothermic reaction so when the nitrogen enters in the second 

chamber some of the water is evaporated. The heat of evaporation comes from the 

surrounding water. That’s why the temp of water in the cascade cooler decreases which 

further cools the air passing through the coil. The mixture of nitrogen and water vapors 

goes into the first chamber. Same process happens there also and the temperature of 

water decreases in this chamber also which reduces the temperature of air. The air is 

cooled below the saturation temperature of water vapor present in the moist air. Hence 

some of water gets condensed here also. The lubricant which is mixed in the air is also 

gets condensed here. The condensate is removed in the moist separator. This is drained 

once in an hour. 

4. The air form this evaporative cooler passes into the chilling coil tank, which is having the 

chilled water at temperature of 6°C to 10°C. This chilling of water is being done with the 

help of chilling unit. The chilling unit uses R22 as a refrigerant. In the chilling tank coil 

the moisture entrapped in the air further gets condensed which is separated in the form of 

moisture from the moist separator and is drained once in half an hour. The separation of 

moisture is carried out in different stages so that the air entering in the molecular sieve 

has minimum vapor level. Better absorption of CO2 can takes place in the molecular sieve 

battery, if the moisture content is low in the air. 

5. The air is pass through carbon filter packed with Activated Carbon. Here the oil vapor 

carried over from air compressor will be removed. If this oil vapor is not removed 

sufficiently, due to the spent carbon or due to high temperature of process air, the oil 

vapor will damage the molecular sieves. To obtain a long life of molecular sieve ensure 

that carbon filter is well maintained. A sample of carbon beads must be taken out from 

carbon filter once in six months and should be checked. 

6. The Air in the chilling unit should be between 6°C to 12°C for better adsorption of 

carbon di oxide in the molecular sieve. The chilled air is then passes through molecular 

sieve drier unit. This unit have two vessels when one is on line, the other is on 

reactivation. The regeneration cycle of drier is 8 to 10 hours approx. in the molecular 

sieve the water vapor and carbon di oxide gas are completely removed. The air is free 

from any impurities and water vapors. 
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7. The cooled dried air is then passed through Dust Filter. It is hard compressive ceramic 

filter where small dust particles are arrested. 

8. The dust, moisture and oil free cooled air is passed finally into cold box which consists of 

Heat Exchanger 1 & 2, Liquefier, Expansion Engine, Rich Liquid Subcooler, Poor Liquid 

Subcooler and Oxygen Liquid subcooler. 

9. The air is first passes through Heat Exchanger 1 & 2 where it is cooled upto -100 °C by 

incoming nitrogen. 

10. After the Heat Exchanger 2 the Air is bifurcated into two streams. 40% of the mass flow 

rate passes through the liquefier and 60 % of the streams passes through the Expansion 

engine. The streams entering into the Expansion Engine enters at 59 bar pressure and 

expanded upto 5.2 bar pressure. Rest of the stream passes through the Liquefier where it 

gets liquefied by the incoming Nitrogen gas. This stream is further expanded in the 

expansion engine. Both the streams now enter in to the buffer vessel and then to the 

bottom portion of lower column. 

11. As the Air enters the lower column, after the expansion engine and after the expansion 

valve, part of the air condenses into liquid and falls at bottom of the column. This liquid 

is called the “Rich Liquid” and having 35-40% oxygen and 60-65 % Nitrogen. 

12. A part of air in this column evaporates and rises to the top of column touching the 

condenser which is lower than the lower column. As this air touches the condenser, it 

condenses into liquid on top of lower column. This liquid is generally 96% to 99% 

Nitrogen and being poor in oxygen is called the “Poor Liquid”. The pressure in the lower 

column is between 4.7 bar to 5.5 bar in normal operating condition. Final separation of 

the two traction is achieved in upper column. Both the Poor Liquid and Rich Liquid are 

carried into the upper column by two expansion valves and the pressure drops from 5 bar 

to 0.5 bar in the upper column. This Rich Liquid enters the middle of Upper Column and 

as it flows down Nitrogen evaporates and oxygen continues as liquid. The Poor Liquid 

enters the top of upper column and is flows down the column, it comes in contact with 

any evaporating oxygen and condenses the same into liquid, while Nitrogen itself 

becomes Gas as it is more volatile. This process takes place in each tray. The entire 

gaseous nitrogen is piped out from the top of the upper column through the subcoolers 

and heat exchangers. Similarly Liquid Oxygen at bottom of condenser is carried away. 

13. Generally the purity of Oxygen will be 99.5 % and Nitrogen about 96 % to 97.5 % , when 

the plant is exclusively operated for oxygen. If nitrogen is also required, a part of RL 

vapor is bled out from the center of upper column. By doing this the waste nitrogen 

purity will increase to 99.5 % and the Oxygen production will fall. 

 

The plant should be operated in such a manner that it is not too cold or too warm. If the 

cold box is too cold, the Nitrogen will condense and mix with Liquid Oxygen and the 

Oxygen purity will fall. If the plant is too warm the oxygen will evaporate with the 
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nitrogen and reduces the quantity of oxygen. To obtain the optimum result of the plant, 

check the purity of waste Nitrogen which should not fall below 96%. 

 

4.4 T-s Diagram- 

 

Thermodynamic Temperature-Entropy diagram is very useful to visualize the change in 

the entropy of the process. Under the ideal condition the area under the T-s diagram gives 

the heat transferred during the process. The Temperature- Entropy diagram of the above 

process is shown below. This T-s diagram is shown upto the point where the Air gets 

liquefied. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4.3 : T-s Diagram Air separation process 
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CHAPTER 5 : MASS, ENERGY AND EXERGY BALANCE OF 

SYSTEM 

 

A thermodynamic analysis of any system including the energy and exergy analysis provides the 

opportunity to evaluate the theoretical performance of the system. Thermodynamic analysis is able 

to define the energy efficiency, exergy efficiency of the system. With the help of this analysis we 

can find out area of improvement where we can save the energy or can improve our system for 

better performance. Exergy analysis is based on both the first law and second law of 

thermodynamics. With the help of exergy analysis we can determine the performance of any 

system based on exergy which is defined as the maximum amount of work we can obtain if a 

process is going under reversible condition from its given condition to dead state where it will be 

in equilibrium with the atmosphere in terms of mechanical and thermal equilibrium. So the exergy 

will be physical exergy. 

 

5.1 Assumptions- 

Following assumptions are used while carrying out the analysis of given system: 

1. All the gases are assumed to be real. 

2. All the pressure values are given as gauge pressures. 

3. Kinetic and Potential energies of the streams are neglected. 

4. In the liquid state of air, only nitrogen and oxygen is considered. Mole fractions of other 

components are assumed to be zero for calculation purpose. 

5.2 Reference State - 

Since energy and exergy are always measured from some reference state. There is no meaning of 

measurement of energy and exergy without reference state. In this thesis the reference state of air 

and water is assumed to be  0°C. For Nitrogen, Oxygen and mixture of  Nitrogen-Oxygen also 

the reference states are assumed to be0°C. Thermodynamic properties for pure substances are 

calculated from EES and for the mixture it is calculated from REFPROP. 

5.3 Energy of  Moist Air- 

Energy of moist air ( mixture of  air and water vapour ) per kg of dry air is calculated from EES 

in the following manner: 

(h ma )T,P=  [(h dry air )T,Pair- (h dry air )0°C ]+ ɷ(h water )T,Pwater 
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Where, 

hma = Enthalpy of moist air per Kg of dry air 

hdry air = Enthalpy of dry air calculated by EES at temp T and partial 

pressure of air(Pair ) 

ɷ= Specific humidity  

h water = Enthalpy of water vapour at temp T and partial pressure Pwater 

5.4 Properties of mixture of Nitrogen- Oxygen- 

To calculate the properties of mixture of  Nitrogen- Oxygen, a new mixture is defined in 

Refpropsoftware.The outcomes of Refprop are given below: 

1.Saturation table of N2-O2 mixture considering 60% moles of nitrogen and 40% moles of 

Oxygen. 

 

Table 5.1 : Saturation Table of Nitrogen/Oxygen mixture 

As Clear from the table that the dew point and bubble point temp of mixture at 5 bar gauge 

pressure is -172.41 °C and -169.28 °C respectively for the given composition. Hence based on 
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the table above the outlet temperature of  liquid  mixture of  Nitrogen-Oxygen at high pressure 

column exit is assumed to be ( -172.41 °C).  

2. Temperature- composition diagram of mixture at 5 bar gauge pressure is given below: 

 

Fig.5.1 : Temperature-Composition digram of Oxygen/Nitrogen mixture at 5 bar gauge 

pressure 

It is clear from the above figure that mixture of  Nitrogen and Oxygen can only be in liquid state 

if the temperature of mixture is lower than or equal to -172.41 °C. 

3. Temperature- Composition diagram of Nitrogen- Oxygen at 0.5 bar gauge pressure is given 

below : 

 

Fig.5.2 : Tempearature-Composition diagram of Oxygen/Nitrogen mixture at 0.5 bar gauge 

pressure 
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It is clear from the above figure that the temperature of liquid state of pure oxygen will be -178.9 

°C. Hence the exit temperature of liquid oxygen at exit low pressure is assumed to be -178.9 °C. 

The exit temperature of Nitrogen gas is assumed to be -192.2 °C which is saturation temperature 

of  Nitrogen at 0.5 bar gauge pressure as depicted in the above figure. 

4. Enthalpy of Rich liquid (60% Nitrogen & 40% Oxygen) at 5 bar gauge pressure is calculated 

from Refprop and given below: 

 

Fig.5.3 : Enthalpy of Rich Liquid from Refprop 

5. Enthalpy of Poor liquid ( 97.5% Nitrogen & 2.5% Oxygen) at 5 bar gauge pressure is 

calculated from Refprop and given below: 

 

Fig.5.4 : Enthalpy of Poor Liquid from Refprop 
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5.5 Mass Balance in Separating Column- 

Mass flow rate of liquid oxygen = 0.14 kg/sec 

Applying the mass balance in air separating unit : 

( �̇��)- (�̇���)= (
��

��
)      ............(1) 

In case of steady flow the right hand term will be zero because no changes will be there with 

respect to time after the steady state has been reached. Hence from eq (1) 

( �̇��)- (�̇���)=0 

( �̇��,��)+( �̇��,��)+( �̇���,��)+ ( �̇��,���)- ( �̇��,���)- ( �̇���)- ( �̇��)=0 

Since ( �̇��,��) =( �̇��,���) 

( �̇��,��)= ( �̇��,���) 

Hence ( �̇���,��)= ( �̇���)+ ( �̇��) 

             0.6432= 0.14+ ( �̇��) 

�̇�� = 0.5032 ��/��� 

5.6 Calculation for mass of water vapour condensed in system – 

Water vapour is condensed and separated out in moist separator in system wherever the moist air 

is cooled below the dew point of water vapour present in the mixture. The amount of water 

vapour condensed at different stages can be calculated as : 

5.6.1  Compressor- 

 

                                               Fig.5.5 : Compressor 
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Inlet- P=1 atm absolute 

         T= 28°C 

          Ø= 0.70 

Exit- P=60 bar gauge 

T= 110°C 

 �̇ = 1800 m3/hr 

Free air delivered = 1800 m3/hr 

      = 1800/3600=0.5 m3/hr 

Density of free air= 1.29 kg/m3 

Hence mass of moist air= density*volume 

  = 0.5*1.29 

  = 0.6450 kg/sec 

Since moist air is a mixture of dry air and water vapour hence  

�̇� + �̇� = 0.6450.............(2) 

Where �̇�= mass of dry air   

�̇� = mass of water vapour 

At exit of compressor 

Ø=0.15 

Ø=Pv/Pvs 

= Pv/1.432 

Pv= 0.2148 bar 

ɷexit= 0.622*Pv/(P-Pvs) 

       = 0.622*0.2148/(61.01325-0.2148) 

       = 0.002197 

Since ɷ= 
���� �� ����� �����

���� �� ��� ���
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ɷexit = (�̇�)exit/ �̇�=0.002197 

(�̇�)exit= 0.002197 �̇�      .............(3) 

Solving eq (2) & (3) 

�̇� = 0.6436 ��/��� 

(�̇�)exit= 0.0014 kg/sec 

At inlet- 

Ø=0.70 

Ø=Pv/Pvs 

   = Pv/0.03782 

Pv= 0.026474 bar 

ɷin= 0.622*Pv/(P-Pvs) 

     = 0.622*0.03782/(1.013250.026474) 

     = 0.016687 

ɷin = (�̇�)in/ �̇�=0.002197 

hence(�̇�)in = 0.01074 kg/sec 

mass of water vapour condensed in compressor= 0.01074-0.0014 

       = 0.00934 kg/sec 

      = 33.624 kg/hr 

5.6.2  After Cooler- 

 

Fig.5.6 : After-cooler 

At inlet- 
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P=60 bar gauge 

T=110°C 

Ø=0.15 

ɷin= 0.002197 

At exit- 

P=60 bar gauge 

T= 38°C 

Ø = 1 

�̇�= 0.6436 kg/sec 

Since Ø=(Pv)exit/Pvs 

1 = (Pv)exit/0.0663 

(Pv)exit = 0.0663 bar 

ɷexit= 0.622 (Pv)exit/(P-(Pv)exit) 

        = 0.622*0.0663/(61.01325-0.0663) 

        = 0.0006766 

 

ɷexit = (�̇�)exit/ �̇�=0.0006766 

(�̇�)exit= 0.0004354 

 

Mass of water vapour condensed in after cooler = 0.0014-0.0004354 

      = 0.0009646 kg/sec 

      = 3.4725 kg/hr 
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5.6.3 Cascade Cooler- 

 

Fig.5.7 : Cascade Cooler 

Inlet- 

P= 59 bar gauge 

T= 40°C 

Since pressure drop occurs and temperature also increases after moist separator, relative 

humidity at inlet of cascade cooler will get changed i.e. the air will not be in saturated condition 

at inlet of cascade cooler. 

Since ɷ will be constant between moist separator and cascade cooler . Hence, 

ɷ=0.0006766=0.622*(Pv)in/(P-(Pv)in) 

(Pv)in= 0.06521 bar 

Øin= (Pv)in/ Pvs 

     = 0.06521/0.07381 

     = 0.8834 

At the inlet of cascade cooler partial pressure is 0.06521 bar. At this pressure the saturation 

temperature is 37.69°C which is greater than 25°C ( cascade cooler exit temperature). Hence at 

the exit Ø=1. 

At Exit- 

P= 58.5 bar 

Ø=1 

T= 25°C 
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Ø=Pv/Pvs 

1 = Pv/0.03169 

Pv= 0.03169 bar 

ɷexit= 0.622 (Pv)exit/(P-(Pv)exit) 

        = 0.622*0.03169/(59.51325-0.03169) 

        = 0.00033138 

ɷexit = (�̇�)exit/ �̇�=0.00033138 

(�̇�)exit= 0.000213278 kg/sec 

Mass of water vapour condensed in cascade cooler = 0.0004354- 0.000213278 

      = 0.00022212 kg/sec 

      = 0.7996 kg/hr 

5.6.4 Chilling Unit – 

 

Fig.5.8 : Chilling Unit 

Inlet- 

P=58 bar gauge 

T=26°C 

Ø= to be calculated since temperature changed 

ɷin= 0.00033138 

sinceɷ is constant hence 
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ɷin= 0.00033138=0.622*Pv/(59.51325-Pv) 

Pv = 0.03169 bar 

Pvs = 0.03363 bar 

Øin= 0.03169/0.03363 

     = 0.9423 

 

At Exit- 

P=58 bar gauge 

T=12°C 

Ø=1=(Pv)exit/ Pvs 

1=(Pv)exit/ 0.01403 

(Pv)exit= 0.01403 bar 

ɷexit= 0.622 (Pv)exit/(P-(Pv)exit) 

        = 0.622*0.01403/(59.01325-0.01403) 

        = 0.0001479 

ɷexit = (�̇�)exit/ �̇�=0.0001479 

(�̇�)exit= 0.000095195 kg/sec 

Mass of water vapour condensed in cascade cooler = 0.000213278 – 0.000095195 

      = 0.000118083 kg/sec 

      = 0.4250 kg/hr 

5.6.5 Alumina filter &Mollier Sieve battery- 

Alumina filter is used to remove water from the air. Mollier sieve is used to remove CO2 and 

other hydrocarbons from the air. At the exit of Mollier Sieve the air will be free from any CO2 

and water traces. 

Mass of water removed= 0.000095195 kg/sec 

   =  0.3427 kg/hr 
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5.7 Energy Analysis and Energetic Evaluation Parameters- 

By the first law of Thermodynamics the energy analysis of a control volume can be described as 

follows: 

�̇ + �̇ =  � �̇���

̇
− � �̇�� 

Neglecting the magnetic, electrical, nuclear and surface tension, the energy balancecanbe 

expressed as: 

 

�̇ + �̇ =  �̇(ℎ̇��� − ℎ̇��) 

Where ℎ̇=  Enthalpy of the given stream with respect to reference state. 

Energy Efficiency (ȵ) is defined as rate of energy out to the rate of Energy in. Efficiency of Heat 

Exchanger is defined as: 

ȵ�� =
�̇����,� − �̇����,�

�̇���,� − �̇���,�

 

 

Efficiency of compressor is defined as: 

ȵ���� =
�̇��� − �̇��

�̇����

 

 

Efficiency of other component of air separation unit is defined as : 

ȵ� =
�̇�,�

�̇�,�

 

Energetic improvement potential (EIP) is defined as: 

���� = (1 − ȵ)��,� 

Where ��,�is the energy loss in the kth  component. 

Relative Energy Loss (β) of the considered component is defined as: 
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�� =
�̇�,�

�̇��

 

Where �̇��is the total energy loss of the given system. 

5.8 Exergy Analysis and Exergetic Evaluation Parameters- 

Exergy analysis of any control volume can be defined as: 

� �1 −
��

��
� �̇� + ��̇� + � ��̇� − � ��̇� = ��̇� 

Where �̇�is the rate of heat transfer 

��̇�= Rate of exergy transfer due to work 

��̇� = Rate of Output Exergy  

��̇� = Rate of input Exergy 

��̇�= Exergy Destruction Rate 

�� = Ambient Environment Temperature 

��= Heat source Temperature 

Since the magnetic, electrical, nuclear and surface tension interactions are not there, hence 

exergy can be expressed as: 

��̇ =  �̇(ℎ − ℎ�) − ��(� − �̇�) 

Where h is the enthalpy per unit mass and s is the entropy per unit mass of given stream. 

Exergy Efficiency (ψ) is defined as rate of output exergy to rate of input exergy. Exergy 

efficiency of a heat exchanger is given by: 

��� =
��̇����,� − ��̇����,�

��̇���,� − ��̇����,�

 

Exergy efficiency of compressor is given by : 

 

����� =
��̇� − ��̇�

�̇����

 

In air separation system exergy efficiency of any system can be defined as : 
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�� =  
��̇�,�

��̇�,�

 

The Exergetic Improvement Potential (ExIP) is defined as : 

���� = (1 − �) ��̇�,� 

��̇�,�is the rate of exergy destruction in a given component. 

Relative Exergy Loss is defined as : 

�� =  
��̇�,�

��̇��

 

Where ��̇�� is the rate of total exergy destruction in the system. 

Entropy Generation (σ) in any component is defined as : 

�� =  
��̇�,�

��
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CHAPTER  6 : RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

 

The Plant is analyzed with respect to First law and Second law analysis of thermodynamics. The 

main parameters involved are the energy efficiency, exergy efficiency, energy loss, exergy loss, 

energy and exergy improvement parameters, exergy destruction and entropy generation. Energy 

loss in the system shows the loss of heat or work to the surrounding. Where as the exergy loss in 

the system shows the opportunity of work we can obtain from the system or in another word it 

shows the work dissipation due to the irreversibility in the system. Entropy generation is the 

measurement of irreversibility in the system.  Higher the entropy generation higher will be the 

irreversibililty in the system. For the reversible processes the entropy generation is zero. Entropy 

generation negatively affects the system and decreases its efficiency. Energy efficiency of a 

component shows how usefully the energy is utilized where as the exergy efficiency of the 

system shows how the system close to the reversible one. In the present study another parameters 

are also investigated such as relative energy loss and relative exergy loss. Relative Energy Loss 

represent the percentage loss of energy in a given component with reference to the total loss of 

energy in the given system. In the same manner Relative Exergy Loss represents the percentage 

exergy loss in the given component with respect to the total exergy loss in the system.  
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Table 6.1 : Parameters related to Energy interaction of individual component 
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Table 6.2 : Parameters related to Exergy interaction of individual component 
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Fig.6.1 : Energy Loss in individual component 

 

 

 

Fig.6.2 : Relative Energy Loss in individual component 
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Fig.6.3 : Energy Efficiency of  individual component 

 

 

Fig.6.4 : Energy Improvement Performance of individual component 
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Fig.6.5 : Exergy Loss in individual component 

 

 

 

Fig.6.6 : Relative Exergy Loss in individual component 
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Fig.6.7 : Exergy Efficiency of  individual component 

 

 

Fig.6.8 : Exergy Improvement Performance of individual component 
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6.1 Energy Analysis Results: 

Some important results in terms of energy analysis are as follows: 

1. Highest Energy efficiency is 97 % which is of Air Separation unit while the lowest 

energy efficiency if 17.9 % which is of compressor. Compressor efficiency is low 

because most of the energy is lost to the surrounding. 

2. Lowest Relative Energy loss is zero which is in after-cooler and molecular sieve. The 

highest relative energy loss is 76.37 % which is in the compressor. The reason is most of 

the energy in compressor is lost to the surroundings. 

3. The highest Energy Improvement Potential is 266.47 KW which is related to compressor 

while the lowest Energy Improvement Potential is 0 KW related to Molecular Sieve and 

After cooler. 

4. Energetic Efficiency of only three components are less than 0.5. 

5. Energy loss in compressor in 324.564 KW, while the summation of  Energy loss in the 

rest of the component is 100.4 KW. 

6. Relative loss of 11 component out of 13 components is less than 0.1, whereas relative 

loss of only compressor is 0.7637. 

7. Energetic Improvement Potential of 11 out of 13 components are very low. 

6.2 Exergy Analysis Results: 

Some important results in terms of energy analysis are as follows: 

1. Highest Exergy Efficiency is 99.5 % which is of Poor Liquid Subcooler while the lowest 

Exergy Efficiency is 67.2 % which is of Compressor. 

2. Highest Relative Exergy Loss is 0.357 which is in the compressor while the lowest 

Relative Exergy Loss is 0.004 which is in Poor Liquid Subcooler. 

3. Highest Exergy Improvement Potential is 37.687 KW which is in Compressor, while the 

Lowest Exergy Improvement Potential is 0.007 KW which is in Poor Liquid Subcooler. 

4. Exergy Efficiency of each component is greater than 0.5. Only two components out of 13 

components have the exergy efficiency below 0.8. 

5. Exergy destruction in 10 components out of 13 components is 76.67 KW, while the 

Exergy destruction in Compressor , Expansion Engine and Air Separating Column is 

245.35 KW. 

6. Relative Exergy Loss of only three components out of 13 components is greater than 0.1. 

7. Exergetic Improvement Potential of 10 components out of 13 components are very low. 
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6.3 Amount of Water separated out in different stages- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.3 : Amount of water vapour separated in different stages 

As shown in the above table maximum amount of water vapour is condensed in the compressor 

itself.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sr.No. Components Amount of water 
separated  

Unit 

1 Compressor 33.624 Kg/hr 

2 After Cooler 3.4725 Kg/hr 

3 Cascade Cooler 0.7996 Kg/hr 

4 Chilling Unit 0.425 Kg/hr 

5 Molecular Sieve 0.3427 Kg/hr 
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CHAPTER 7 : CONCLUSION 

 

A case study is performed for an air separation process. Energy and Exergy analysis are 

performed to evaluate its parameters and to find out its performance. Energy and exergy methods 

are employed which enable us to develop a systematic approach that can be used to identify the 

sites of the real destructions/losses of valuable energy in process. The effect of several design 

parameters were observed on energy and exergy analysis of the process. The conclusions of the 

present analysis can be summarized as follows:  

 The lowest energy efficiency component is the compreesor, which have only 17.9 % 

efficiency. There are lots of opportunity to increase its efficiency and to use its heat. 

 The highest energy improvement potenitial is 266.47 KW, which is also for compressor. 

 Compressor exergy efficiency is also low, which is 67.2 %. This figure shows that there 

is a large scope to improve its performance. 

 Maximum exergy destruction has been taken place Compressor , Expansion Engine and 

Air Separating Column. The total exergy destruction in these three components is 245.35 

KW, while the total exergy destruction is 322.02 KW. It is clear from this result that 

these three components have highest irreversibility in the system which can be improved. 

From the above results shown, it is possible to find out the component, which needs the 
development to make the system more effective and more efficient. Energy and Exergy related 
parameters in the given system have good values. In addition, except the few components 
Energetic Improvement Potential and Exergetic Improvement Potential of the components are 
very low. Besides the results shown it is not possible to make larger changes in the Air 
Separation System. More insulation can be add to minimize the energy loss. Some components 
can be changed with the more reliable and more efficient components. Another option is to 
design the Air Separation plant keeping in mind the above results and by simulating it on 
software such as Aspen Plus to optimize the results.  
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